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Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou: Why was music such a big part of this post-apocalyptic 
adults-free story?

Matthew Rosenberg: Music, in a lot of ways like comics, is such a defining element early 
in your life. What bands you like, what songs you care about, those are some of the earliest 
moments where you define “me” to a larger world. They also often send you directly and 
indirectly down certain paths for the rest of your life. It impacts the way you dress, the way 
you talk, the things you do for fun, even your personal politics. And those choices start very 
early. This might feel a little heavy handed, but I feel like at a certain age, walking into a 
record store with a little bit of cash in your pocket is the beginning of a journey you’re going 
to go on for the rest of your life. 

For me, trying to find that next favorite band was all consuming and the most important 
thing in the world. It was my whole world. I had headphones on the moment I woke up, in 
between and sometimes during class (sorry Mom), and after school until I fell asleep. At a 
certain point in my life I could never imagine there would be something more important to 
me than music.

So when you are doing a comic about kids, identity, the end of the world, and everything 
we cling to when things go bad, it just made sense to make music a central theme. There 
is something beautiful about the Academy and their love of records in a world that val-
ues violence and survival above all else. There is something powerful in that. There is also 
tragedy to it as well, though. We don’t have to discuss that now, I guess. But giving yourself 
over so wholly to something that you don’t understand, or that can never love you back, it’s 
a dangerous thing to do. I like to think it’s beautiful in its optimism as well. I guess everyone 
will find out which kind of story we’re telling soon enough.

Tyler Boss: Yeah. What Matt said. 

Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou: What were you listening to when writing and drawing this first 
issue?

Matthew Rosenberg: Obviously the bands who are doing songs for the deluxe version of 
the book were in heavy rotation, that’s why we asked them to record songs. Jawbreaker 
and Jets To Brazil always, Joyce Manor, Screaming Females, Worriers, Nothing, Resto-
rations... And a bunch more I can’t say yet. But I jump around so much in what I listen 
to that it’s hard for me sometimes to tell if I’m picking albums to go with the mood of the 
scenes or the albums are helping determine the mood. I listened to a lot of jazz that I can 
feel familiar with like Miles Davis, John Coltrane, and Thelonious Monk. I listen to a lot of 
Hall & Oates. Sinfonia Antartica by Vaughan Williams. Instrumental or near-instrumental rock 
stuff like Russian Circles, Explosions in the Sky, Mogwai, Pelican, City of Caterpillar. Always 
Taylor Swift. Quicksand, Turnstile, Dangers, Gouge Away, Rotting Out. Some New Order. 
Built To Spill. A ton of old punk and post-punk stuff like Wire, Mission Of Burma, Magazine, 
Husker Du. I feel like I’m just listing stuff like I’m losing my mind, but that’s sort of what it’s 
like. I go from Simon & Garfunkel to Jesu to J. Cole to Phoebe Bridgers in 4 hours of writ-
ing. I don’t know why.

Tyler Boss: I like what Matt did with just listing things, that seems like an entertaining read. 
 
Cap’n Jazz, Alex G, Modest Mouse, Joy Division, Talking Heads, Sunny Day Real Estate, 
Drug Church, Hop Along, Touché Amoré, Beastie Boys, Robyn, Weakerthans, The Kinks, 
American Football. A lot of stuff like that. But it’s always a lot of stuff like that. 

 Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou: What’s the way music has invaded the creation of WTFPFH 
that might not be immediately obvious to those reading?

Matthew Rosenberg: A big one is just the connection of the cultures for me. I’m a big 
advocate for more connectivity between comics and music and I think some of that seeped 
into the book. Obviously the culture of comic collecting and record collecting, variant 
covers and colored vinyl, crate digging and longbox digging, trying to find the perfect 
back issue and trying to find that out-of-print unscratched 7” all come to mind. I can say, 
having been fired from both, the culture of a great comic shop and a great record store are 
very similar. And now we’re doing our ever-so-tiny part to push those things a little closer 
together.

But beyond just the culture there is a great connectivity in how they complement each oth-
er. Comics as a medium being purely visual but relying on those images to create a synes-
thesia of sound. Music being entirely aural, but doing the same thing for visuals. So we end-
ed up making this comic about records, that you can get with a record, that in turn serves 
as the soundtrack for the comic, and it becomes this big loop of all this stuff we think 
should be more closely connected. I hope it leads people to experiment with the stuff more. 
I want to know what records people read our comic to. Or any comic. I hope people will be 
thinking about it more, how to pick music that elevates the mood and the experience.

Tyler Boss: I think like anybody making stuff, the stuff you like sneaks in there. The choice 
of records in the book, the ones we choose to show. While they may not have an impact 
on the story, there are records that get put in because they’re near and dear to us or to the 
people in our lives. I put a Green Day record in the book because my wife was obsessed 
with them in middle school.
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Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou: What was the first comic you bought, and what was the first 
vinyl? How well do they pair?

Matthew Rosenberg: I think I bought 2 comics at the same time. An early issue of the 
Marvel G.I. Joe book and some random issue of Uncanny X-Men. I think the first actual 
record I bought was Avail’s Satiate LP. Honestly? I don’t think they go together at all. But I 
still have all of them and still love all of them.

Tyler Boss: If it was the first comic I bought, and not the first comic I owned… I think the 
first comic I ever bought with my own money was the second volume of Gotham Central 
by Lark, Brubaker and Rucka. The first record I ever bought was either RAMONES or 
Powerage by AC/DC. Not really a great pairing?
 
But if we go with the first comic and record I ever owned it’s an S-tier pairing. Teen Titans 
Spotlight #14 ft. Nightwing with Blink 182’s Dude Ranch.

Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou: Comparing the 7” vinyl record, which might be just two 
tracks, and a single issue, what is it about that form of smaller, physical parts of a larger 
piece that’s exciting to you?

Matthew Rosenberg: There is just something about getting those smaller installments 
that I just love. Our culture places a lot of value on disposability and it places a lot of value 
on making things as big as possible. A single issue and a 7” fly in the face of that. They 
challenge the reader or the listener to really immerse themselves and grab hold of those 
bite-sized experiences. A great comic and a great 7” demand that you hold on to them, 
keep them safe, and keep coming back to them. All while (usually) being small parts of a 
bigger whole. We spend so much time thinking of the big picture that taking the time to 
appreciate the smaller parts and the minutiae feels really special to me.

Tyler Boss: It also makes it easier for the reader/listener to go along this journey with us in 
a way. We’re putting so much time into building this experience, that the people who buy 
in with us, we’re all sort of sharing the same time together. If that makes any sense. Maybe 
that’s a weird way of thinking about it, but we’re spending so much time locked up alone in 
our rooms making this thing for people, and having it go out in these small dispatches, like 
little care packages, feels more connective to me than if we dropped a full book and an LP. 
You get to spend more time with each part. If you want. 
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